Electromagnetic shock wave therapy in dermatology: Microscopic analysis of its interaction with the possible reduction of adipose tissue in obese individuals
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Obesity is a disease that affects public health worldwide due to its comorbidities and premature death risk. Therefore, extracorporeal shock wave therapy (ESWT) technology can help treat and prevent its comorbidities.

Objective: This study aims to assess whether ESWT can stimulate lipolysis and/or apoptosis of the fat cells of obese individuals.

Methods: This is a comparative interventional study based on immunohistochemical analyzes of a set of subcutaneous tissue samples from women with obesity submitted to ESWT treatment. The biological material was collected at the time of bariatric surgery.

Results: The survey included 14 obese women. Positivity was shown in the expression of Casp3 (p<0.0001), cCasp3 (p<0.0024), CD68+ macrophages (p<0.0001), HSL (p<0.0001), and adipophilin (p<0.0013) in the intervention sample compared to the control.

Conclusions: We conclude that ESWT stimulates apoptosis with consequent autophagic lipolysis in the adipose tissue of obese women. Thus, ESWT can be considered useful, safe, and promising adjuvant therapy for reducing adipose tissue and, consequently, for preventing and/or treating obesity.
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RESUMO

Introdução: a obesidade é uma doença que afeta a saúde pública em nível mundial devido a suas comorbidades e ao risco de morte prematura. Diante disso, a tecnologia de terapia de ondas de choque extracorpóreas (ESWT) pode ser útil em seu tratamento e na prevenção de suas comorbidades.

Objetivos: o objetivo foi analisar se a ESWT é capaz de estimular a lipólise e/ou apoptose da célula adiposa de indivíduos obesos.

Métodos: trata-se de um estudo comparativo de intervenção baseado em análises imuno-histológicas de um conjunto de amostras de tecido subcutâneo de mulheres com obesidade, submetidas ao tratamento ESWT. O material biológico foi coletado no momento da cirurgia bariátrica.

Resultados: 14 mulheres obesas foram incluídas na pesquisa. Foi evidenciada positividade na expressão de Casp3 (p<0,0001), cCasp3 (p<0,0024), macrófagos CD68+ (p<0,0001), HSL (p<0,0001) e adipofilina (p<0,0013) na amostra intervenção quando comparada ao controle.

Conclusões: a ESWT estimula a apoptose com consequente lipólise do tipo autófaga no tecido adiposo de mulheres obesas. Assim, a ESWT pode ser considerada uma terapia adjuvante útil, segura e promissora para redução do tecido adiposo e, consequentemente, para prevenção e/ou tratamento de obesidade.
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INTRODUCTION

Obesity is a worldwide public health problem. It reaches pandemic levels and generates great health professionals’ concern due to its comorbidities and patients’ risk of premature death.1,2

The excessive amount of fat and its influence on fat cells characterizes obesity. The increase in body mass above cut-off values previously established by the Body Mass Index (BMI) determines the condition, classified as Grade 1, with a BMI of 30 to 34.9; Grade 2, BMI up to 39.9; and Grade III, with BMI ≥40. Thus, BMI is proportional to body fat and is related to the risk of diseases associated with obesity.3-6

Recent researches with experimental and clinical studies have seen great potential in electromedical resource development aiming to act in the adipose cell’s physiology to stimulate its breakdown, lipolysis, and even its death, apoptosis. It helps the weight loss process contribute to a possible decrease in risk factors for the development of comorbidities associated with obesity simultaneously with current non-invasive treatments and minimal adverse events.7,8

Extracorporeal shock wave therapy (ESWT) is one of these resources. The technology was developed based on the extracorporeal lithotripsy equipment used until now to treat kidney and urethral stones. The technological evolution allowed adaptations to the resource, and it started to be used in the rehabilitation of musculoskeletal diseases and bone consolidations. Recent studies demonstrate its ability to stimulate the proliferation of fibroblasts and the development of neocolagenesis and neoelastogenesis, improving skin tone. Some clinical investigations have been exposing that the resource can also act in the fat cell’s metabolic stimulation.7-11

Based on these studies on ESWT and the difficulty in reporting weight loss and tackling comorbidities associated with obesity, this study aims to assess whether ESWT can act to stimulate lipolysis and/or apoptosis of the adipose cell and thus contribute to reducing the risk factors in the development of comorbidities associated with obesity, validating its possible use in the conservative treatment of obesity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ethical considerations

The institutional ethics committee of the State University of Campinas (Unicamp) approved this clinical study under opinion No. 2.281.487.

We selected women with a weight loss of 10% of the initial weight to participate in the preoperative preparation group for bariatric surgery at the Clinics Hospital of Unicamp, with obesity with an indication for bariatric surgery. The exclusion criteria were women with metabolic diseases, skin lesions, history of deep venous thrombosis, smokers, or with an electronic device implanted as a cardiac pacemaker.

ESWT procedures

The participants received the treatment protocol established by the Thork Shock Wave® device’s manufacturer (IBRAMED- Indústria Brasileira de Equipamentos Elec- tromédicos, Amparo, São Paulo) approved by Anvisa No. 10360310036. (Figure 1). The parameters were 4,000 shots with 180 mJ of energy and 15Hz of frequency, using 15 mm stainless steel tip, and 2,000 shots with 100mJ of energy and 15Hz of frequency, using 15 mm plastic tip. For the tip slip, Neutral Thork® Lotion, RMC was used. The study held seven ESWT sessions, with an average time of seven minutes each, twice a week. The seventh session was held minutes before the bariatric surgery procedure. The therapy was performed in an area of 150 cm² on the left side of the abdominal region following the midline. The right side of the participants’ abdomen did not receive ESWT and was termed as control.

Sample collection

We collected the samples at the time of the bariatric surgery procedure. Participants were under general venous anesthesia and mechanical ventilation. At the time of the surgical incision, the doctors removed two fragments of adipose tissue with an average size of 5 cm in diameter, with one sample from the left side of the intervention and another from the right side, which was considered a control.

Histological procedure

After collection, we stored the material in a container with 10% formaldehyde for 48 hours. Samples were processed, embedded in paraffin, and then cut with a rotating microtome in sections of 3-5 μm thickness.

Immunohistochemical procedures

Immunohistochemical reactions were performed in sections of 3 μm thickness arranged on silanized slides. We used the antibodies polyclonal anti–Caspase3 (polyclonal; ref. 9662S; Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA), monoclonal anti-Cleaved Caspase 3 (clone (Asp175)(5A1); dilution 1:1000; ref. 9664S; Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA), monoclonal anti-CD68 (clone KP1; dilution 1:1000; ref. ab955; Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA), monoclonal anti-Hormone-sensitive lipase – HSL – (clone G-7, dilution 1:500, ref. sc-74489, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX, USA) e Adipophilin (clone 2C5A3, dilution 1:500, ref. ab181463, Abcam). After preparing the slides, we analyzed them with a DMR microscope (Leica) and took photographs at 400X magnification. We used the ImageJ® software (NIH, Bethesda, USA) to quantify the analyzes.

All reactions were performed according to the manufacturers’ protocol and standardized by the laboratory of pathological analysis at the Clinics Hospital of Unicamp. We conducted the immunostaining quantification considering the number of positive cells and the intensity, with final scores ranging from 0–300.

Statistical analysis

Data were subjected to normality tests and then analyzed by test t student since they had a regular distribution. Values of P<0.05 were considered statistically significant.
RESULTS

In total, 20 women participated in the research; however, only 14 finished the treatment and underwent surgical procedure. The remaining six participants were excluded for not following the internal preoperative program's protocol for bariatric surgery at the Clinics Hospital of Unicamp.

Participants had a mean age of 35.0 ± 8.6 years, initial weight of 110±5.2 kg, final weight of 95.2±6.3 kg, height of 1.63±0.05 cm², body mass index (BMI) of 41.4±2.2 kg/cm², and final BMI of 35.8±2.1 kg/cm², considered obesity grade II and III. None of the participants had associated pathologies such as diabetes and hypertension.

Immunohistochemical analysis

Morphologically, the control group's adipose tissue showed uniformity in the mature fat cells, with similar sizes. The treated group showed fat cells of different sizes, disorganized, often with a degeneration process. We also observed a chronic inflammatory process with fibrosis in the treated group, indicating repair and remodeling process in the deep dermis.

Fat and inflammatory cells adjacent to the adipose tissue revealed expression of Caspase 3 (Casp3) and Cleaved Caspase 3 (cCasp3) (Figure 1). The treated group presented higher scores of both markers than the control group (p<0.0001 for Casp3 and p<0.0024 for cCasp3).

As for CD68 expression, the control sample showed an absence of macrophages and HSL-positive inflammatory cells. However, the treated group presented a moderate amount of macrophages (CD68+) and inflammatory cells positive for HSL in the region adjacent to the adipose tissue. The scores had statistically significant differences (p<0.0001 for CD68+ macrophages, p<0.0001 for HSL).

Adipophilin demonstrated immunopositivity in sebaceous glands, macrophages, and inflammatory cells present in the dermis. After quantification, it was possible to observe a significant increase in the number of adipophilin-positive cells in the treated group compared to the control group (p <0.0013).

Adverse events

The most common adverse events reported were presented by 14.28% of the participants: presence of erythema, formation of petechiae, and mild edema in the treatment region. All of them were resolved after the end of treatment. None of the participants claimed painful discomfort during treatment.

DISCUSSION

The present study results demonstrate that treatment with ESWT was able to alter the fat cell's metabolism with consequent stimulation of autophagic lipolysis through the apoptotic pathway, increasing the number of apoptotic cells, as well as inducing chronic inflammation and expression of adipophilin and HSL in macrophages. Together, these results may indicate a possible benefit of ESWT in the conservative treatment of obesity and its comorbidities, stimulating the lipolysis process through the apoptotic pathway.

Figure 1: Immunexpression of Caspase 3 (Casp3) and cleaved Caspase 3 (cCasp3) in adipose tissue and inflammatory cells. It was possible to observe a significant increase in the expression of Casp3 (p<0.0001) and cCasp3 (p<0.0024) in the adipose tissue of the treated group compared with the control group, indicating apoptosis process in the adipose tissue of the treated group.

Figure 2: Immunexpression of CD68 and Hormone-sensitive lipase (HSL). It was possible to observe that the treated group showed a significant increase in macrophage cells positive for CD68 (A and B, p<0.0001) and HSL (C and D, p<0.0001). These biological processes confirm a greater degeneration process of adipose tissue (lipolysis) in the treated group.
The rapid increase in the global prevalence of obesity is a worrying fact and a serious public health problem. The molecular changes in the obese individual result in glucose and lipid metabolism deregulation and other metabolic diseases development, including insulin resistance, hyperglycemia, fatty liver, dyslipidemia, and chronic inflammation. In short, the main consequences of obesity are an increase in the prevalence and severity of Type II Diabetes and chronic heart disease, diseases that generate comorbidities and are involved in the process of premature death of these individuals.12-16

Lipolysis is a complex biological process mediated by several molecular pathways. Among them, the apoptotic pathway directly associates with decreased adipose tissue. Apoptosis can be considered crucial for maintaining homeostasis in various tissues, regulating programmed cell death, and avoiding energy imbalance. Several endogenous stimuli can lead to apoptosis, and each cell responds according to the energy and intensity of that stimulus, leading to the activation of proteases called “caspases”. Depending on the stimulus intensity, the cell may even suffer necrosis. After apoptosis or necrosis, macrophages phagocyte and digest cell debris, reducing the number of cells.16-19

Aware of the endogenous and routine physiological events in our organism and the growing advance of obesity in an alarming way, big electromedical equipment companies started to invest in science and technology to develop equipment that could stimulate fat cell lipolysis and/or apoptosis. They used extracorporeal resources to help in weight loss and reduction of comorbidities associated with the disease.19-21

According to Loap and Lathe, 2018, cryotherapy was one of the first resources to be investigated for obesity treatment because adipocytes are more sensitive to cold. When in contact with low temperatures (-5°C), lipids undergo crystallization and consequent inflammatory reaction, generating cell death via apoptosis and even necrosis. It leads to a decrease in subcutaneous tissue for weeks to months without damaging the skin and metabolism. Thus, the first cryolipolysis equipment appeared, allowing adipose tissue cooling by extracting temperature and stimulating the adipocyte death process.20-21

Such as cryolipolysis, several other resources, such as focused ultrasound and radiofrequency, have scientific evidence proving their effects on the extracorporeal stimulus of fat cell lipolysis and/or apoptosis without damaging the metabolism. Therefore, ESWT technology has also been adapted for the same therapeutic purpose.21-23

ESWT produces high-intensity mechanical energy that leads to the activation of mechanotransduction signal and cellular mobilization. It responds to cavitation’s indirect effect, a phenomenon known for forming gaseous microbubbles in a fluid medium. There are two types of cavitation: stable, where these microbubbles are formed and do not undergo implosion; and unstable, where microbubbles implosion occurs. Each cavitation type has an intensity of physiological action. The stable cavitation can stimulate the lipolysis process, while the unstable cavitation can cause cell death. The present study showed that its physiological stimulus could occur through the biological process of apoptotic lipolysis.7, 24-26

We demonstrated that ESWT-treated tissue showed a significant increase in Caspase-3 and Cleaved Caspase-3 positive fat cells. Both extrinsic (mediated by cellular receptors) and intrinsic pathways (mitochondrial) activate Caspase-3 in the apoptotic cell.24 Thus, the expression of caspase-3 in adipose tissue indicates that ESWT can activate apoptotic pathways and, consequently, stimulate the lipolysis process. These results agree with previously published studies.27-30

The present study also showed that, in tissues treated with ESWT, there was an increase in CD68+ macrophages, mainly in adipose tissue adjacent areas. Macrophages play a central role in the lipolysis process. Their presence indicates inflammation during autophagic lipolysis, that is, during the mechanism of cell self-destruction via apoptosis, a well-recognized and scientifically established process.31-33

This evidence shows that ESWT can stimulate fat cell death and consequent lipolysis. Such ability correlates with the energy dose used during the procedure. Our study used a dose

**Figure 3:** Analysis of adipophilin immunoexpression. It was possible to observe adipophilin positivity in inflammatory cells adjacent to adipose tissue and sebaceous glands. This process indicates that the treated group had higher lipolysis levels and reabsorption of adipose tissue than the control group (value p<0.0013).
of 180 mJ with a stainless steel tip of 15 mm, generating a high concentration of mechanical energy in the treatment area and promoting unstable cavitation. Thus, the damage is more significant, leading to cell morphological changes, cell membrane rupture, and consequent fat cell apoptosis and lipolysis.\(^{34,35}\)

It is important to note that other biological processes are also associated with autophagic lipolysis, such as necrosis and autophagy due to other mechanisms. Thus, it is essential to study different processes to clarify the exact action of ESWT during apoptosis and lipolysis.\(^{31-33}\)

Another interesting finding that confirms the presence of autophagic lipolysis is the presence of positive cells for HSL and adipophilin in adjacent adipose tissue areas. HSL is an enzyme present in adipocyte metabolism, which breaks down triacylglycerides (TAG) when activated. This positive marker in adipose tissue indicates when there is a lipolysis process. Thus, we can say that ESWT stimulates lipolysis of the fat cell in the apoptotic pathway.\(^{36,37}\)

Adipophilin is one of the main proteins induced in the early stages of adipocyte differentiation. Also, this protein plays a vital role in the metabolism of fatty acids, cholesterol, and neutral lipids storage. Both markers, mainly expressed in inflammatory cells adjacent to the ESWT intervention group's fatty tissue, demonstrate a phagocytosis process of the lipid droplets confirming the process of autophagic lipolysis.\(^{31}\)

Assuming that ESWT can perform unstable cavitation and before this phenomenon, we have stable cavitation in a liquid medium, we can infer that ESWT stimulates apoptosis through unstable cavitation in a concentrated area. Consequently, the mechanical wave is dissipated to a lesser extent around the area that received the treatment. These regions receive the stable cavitation stimulus that generates the lipolysis process.\(^{7,10}\)

Our result corroborates with clinical studies, which showed that ESWT could reduce adipose tissue thickness and, consequently, decrease the body circumference of regions that have undergone treatment. The studies reported that an average of 6 to 12 therapy sessions with high energies (150 mJ to 200 mJ) was necessary to validate the results. However, the authors did not demonstrate which were the pathways of physiological stimulation of ESWT. Thus, this is the first study that confirms the real physiological effect of the therapy on the fat cell.

Obesity is a chronic low-level inflammatory condition. Such phenotype is a risk factor in the etiology of cardiovascular diseases, type 2 diabetes mellitus, cancers, and associated metabolic diseases. However, the inflammatory process observed in individuals with obesity differs from the classic inflammatory response in other circumstances, as it is a systemic inflammatory process.\(^{4,6}\) The present study shows it because it did not present inflammatory infiltrates and positivity of the evaluated markers in the control sample's adipose tissue analysis, as they are not specific markers in obesity disease.

Altogether, data from the present study demonstrate that ESWT treatment favors fat cell death and breakdown. One hypothesis would be that the therapy could also lead to the prevention or reduction of systemic inflammation caused by obesity since it leads to a decreased number of fat cells. Consequently, we would have less risk in the development of comorbidities such as insulin resistance. Because of the clinical evidence about ESWT, researchers report that this is a safe therapy, as supported in the present study, once we reported minimal adverse events and that resolved right after the first treatment sessions.

Given the evidence present in this study, ESWT can be safely used to reduce adipose tissue in individuals with obesity. It can stimulate cell metabolism, generating apoptosis in the area of energy concentration and fat cells autophagic lipolysis. This finding in the immunohistochemical analysis proves the results of clinical studies of adipose tissue reduction. Thus, this therapy aims at assisting the conservative and even preventive obesity treatment.

**CONCLUSION**

It is possible to conclude from our results that ESWT causes adipose tissue apoptosis with consequent autophagic lipolysis in obese individuals. Thus, ESWST can be considered a useful, safe, and promising adjuvant therapy for reducing adipose tissue and, consequently, preventing and/or treating obesity.
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